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1. Introduction. Recently the N=(lll) supersymmetric generaliza
tion of the Darboux transformation was proposed, and an infinite class of 
bosonic solutions of its symmetry equation was constructed in [1]. These 
solutions generate bosonic flows of the N=(lll) supersymmetric Toda lat
tice hierarchy in the same way as their bosonic counterparts - solutions 
of the symmetry equation of the Darboux transformation [2] - produce 
the flows of the bosonic Toda lattice hierarchy. However, due to the su
persymmetry it is obvious that besides bosonic flows the supersymmetric 
hierarchy also possesses fermionic ones. A natural question arises about 
finding solutions of the symmetry equation which are responsible for the 
fermionic flows. 

The issue of fermionic flows is also interesting from a slightly different 
side. It is a well-known fact by now that particular reductions of the tau 
function of the bosonic Toda lattice hierarchy reproduce partition func
tions of some matrix models (for review, see e.g. [3, 4, 5] and references 
therein). It is reasonable to suspect that the tau function of the N=(lll) 
supersymmetric Toda lattice hierarchy may also be relevant in this respect. 
In view of the longstanding yet unsolved problem of constructing superma
trix models which differ non-trivially from bosonic ones, the knowledge of 
the super tau function might be an important advance. In order to derive 
the complete tau function it is clearly necessary to know both bosonic and 
fermionic flows, leading us again to the topic of fermionic flows. 

The present paper addresses both above-stated problems. In section 
2 we construct an infinite class of fermionic flows of the N=(lll) super
symmetric Toda lattice hierarchy and derive their algebraic structure. In 
section 3 we present the general solution of its reduction - the N=(lll) 
semi-infinite Toda lattice hierarchy-, and derive a superdeterminant rep
resentation for its tau function. We also analyze the tau function of the 
semi-infinite N=(lll) Toda chain hierarchy and discuss its bosonic limit. 

2. Fermionic flows of the N=(lll} Toda lattice hierarchy. In this 
section we construct an infinite class of fermionic flows of the N=(ljl) su
perconformal Toda lattice hierarchy and produce their algebraic structure. 

Our starting point is the N=(lll) supersymmetric generalization of the 



Darboux transformation [1], 

i

u =; ' 
1 t = v(D_D+lnv-uv) (1) 

h - .( + 0+, - 0-) d - ( + 0+- - 0-)· b . w ere u = Uj x , , x , an v = Vj x , , x , are osomc 
N=(ljl) superfields defined on the lattice, j E Z, and D± are the N=l 
supersymmetric fermionic covariant derivatives 

a ± a 2 

D± = a0± + 0 · ax± ' D ± 

{D+,D-} = .0 

a 
ax± 

8± 
(2) 

To.simplify our formulae, we use the following convenient notation: 

i-
u = Uj+l , 

i-k 
U = Uj+k , 

➔ 

U = Uj:-1 , kiJ = Uj-k (3) 

Equations (1) are invariant under global U(l) transformations which rotate 
the superfields u and v in opposite directions. The composite superfield . 

. b = u V (4} 

of length dimension 
[b] = :._1 (5) 

satisfies the N=(ljl) superconformal Toda lattice equation 
i- ➔ 

D_D+lnb = b - b (6) 

For this reason, the hierarchy of equations invariant under the Darboux 
transformation (1) we call the N=(ljl) superconformal Toda lattice hier
archy. 

One of the possible ways of constructing invariant equations is to solve 
a corresponding symmetry equation [6]. In the case under consideration it 
reads 

- i-

i- 1 i- V ( 1 ) U = - 2 V , V = -V+v D_D+(-V)-vU-uV , (7) 
V V V 

where V and U are bosonic functionals of the superfields v and u. Any 
particular solution -V,,, Up generates an evolution system of equations with 
a bosonic evolution time tp 

a 
atp V = Vp(u, v) 

2 

J_u 
atp 

Uv(u,v) (8) 

By construction1 , this is invariant with respect to the discrete transfor
mation (1) and, therefore, belongs to the hierarchy as defined above. In 
other words, different solutions of the evolution system (8) (which, actu-

ally, are given by pairs of superfields (i, +;if} with different values for k) 
are related by the discrete Darboux transformation (1). Altogether, in
variant evolution systems form a differential hierarchy, i.e. a hierarchy of 
equations involving only superfields at a single lattice point2• In contrast, 
the discrete lattice shift (the Darboux transformation), when added to the 
differential hierarchy, generates the discrete N=(lll) superconformal Toda 
lattice hierarchy. Thus, the discrete hierarchy appears as a collection of an 
infinite number of isomorphic differential hierarchies [7]. 

The symmetry equation (7) represents a complicated nonlinear func
tional equation, and its general solution is not known. For a more complete 
understanding of the hierarchy structure and its solutions (tau function) it 
seems necessary to know as many solutions of eq. (7) as possible. Ref. [1] 
addressed this problem and derived a wide class of bosonic solutions. How
ever, supersymmetry suggests that eq. (7) possesses fermionic solutions as 
well, and that they are responsible for fermionic flows of the hierarchy. It 
turns out that such solutions do in fact exist. We shall demonstrate that 
the framework developed in [1] contains a hidden possibility for generating 
fermionic flows. 

To explain this observation, we briefly review the approach ofref. [1]. 

First, the functionals V and U are consistently represented in terms of 
a single bosonic functional O(o), 

v = -v O(o) , 
➔ 

U = U O(o) , (9) 

in terms of which the symmetry equation (7) becomes 

i- i- ➔ 

D_D+a(o) = b ( O(o) - O(o)) + b ( O(o) - O(o)) , (10) 

where the superfield bis defined by eq. (4) and constrained by eq. (6). 

1 Let us recall that eq. (7) is just a result of differentiating eq. (1) with respect to 
the evolution time tp. 

21n the case of the one- (two-} dimensional bosonic Toda lattice the differential 
hierarchy coincides with the Nonlinear Schrodinger (Davey-Stewartson) hierarchy (7, 8, 
2]. 
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Second, the following recursive chain of substitutions is introduced: 

± - -1 +-(p+l) ± p -t± -
o:(pl - ±D"'f ( b o:(p+i) + (-1) b o:(p+i)), p - 0, l, 2, ... , (11) 

where O:f2n) (o:~n+l)) are new bosonic (fermionic) functionals of length 
dimensions related as 

[o:(2p)l = [o:~)l + P , [o:(2p-l)] = [o:~)l + P - ~ · (12) 

Substituting the functional o:~) in terms of o:~l into eq. (10), the latter 
reads 

± ± -1 +-2 -1 +-2+-± -t± 
==FD±o:(ll + o:{l)D"'f ( b - b) = D"'f ( b o:{ll - b o:(l)) . (13) 

Repeating the same procedure applied to the functional o:~)' i.e. substi
tuting o:~) in terms of O:f2l into eq. (13), the resulting equation for o:~) 
takes the following form: 

± ± -1 +-3 +- +-2' 
±D±o:(2) + o:(2)D"'f ( b - b + b - b) = 

-1 +-3+-± +- ± +-2 ± -t± 
D"'f ( b o:(2) - bo:(2l + b 0:(2) - bo:(2J) (14) 

Next, the equation for o:t) emerges, 

± ± -1 +-4 +- +-3 
=f:D±o:(3) + o:(3)D"'f ( b - b + b - b) 

-1 +-4+-± +- ± +-3 ± -t± 
D"'f ( b o:{3) + bo:(3) - b o:(3) - b o:{3)) , (15) 

and so on. 

. We now analyze the solutions of the equations arising in this iterative 
process. It turns out that, at any given p, those equations possess very 
simple solutions for O:f2p) which, however, translate to very non-trivial so
lutions for the functional o:~) via relations (11). In turn, o:~) yields flows 
via eqs. (8), (9). 

Let us start from the equations for the bosonic functionals o:~pJ· They 
admit the solutions [1] 

± = 1 o:{2p) => 

4 

[o:f2p)] = 0 ' (16) 

and,the r~cursive procedure may be interrupted at every even step·(for 
the particular case of p=l this solution can be seen from eq. (14)). The 
corresponding o:~)' being expressed in te_rms of O:f2p) (16) via relations (11), 
generates the p-th bosonic flow of the hierarchy 

a· 
8t; V = -Va~) 

a -u - -t± 
8t; - UO:(O) => [t;] = -[o:~)l = P, 

(17) 
where we have used eqs. (8), (9), (12), and (16). Although this o:~l depends 

on all superfields ~k and uk with 0 ~ k ~ 2p, by using eq. (1) it can be 
expressed completely in terins of the superfields u and v without arrows. 
In this way the differential hierarchy of bosonic flows (17) is generated (see 
the discussion after eq. (8)). For illustration, we present the first two [1]: 

a a 
8tt V = V ' att u = u , 

a 2 att v = +a+v - 2(D+v)D=
1
8+(uv) + 

2vD=1 [a+(vD+u) + 2uvD= 18+(uv)] , 

a 
att u = -8!u - 2(D+u)D= 18+(uv) + 

2uD=1 [8+(uD+v) - 2uvD=18+(uv)] 

(18) 

(19) 

Concerning eqs. (13) and (15) for the fermionic functionals o:~) and o:~), 
respectively, simple inspection shows that they do not allow for constant 
Grassmann-odd solutions. Due to this reason ref. [1] concluded that the 
recursive procedure cannot be interrupted at an odd step, in distinction 
to the case of the bosonic Toda lattice [2]. AB a crucial consequence of 
this conclusion there is no place for fermionic flows, at least not in the 
framework of this iteration procedure. 

However, there is a subtle point in this argument, and we are going to 
revise the conclusion. The argument overlooks the possibility of solutions 
which are superfield-independent lattice functions. Indeed, we find the 
following solutions of eqs. (10) and (11): 

O:f2p-l) = IE , [o:f2p-1)] = 0 , (20) 
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where € is a dimensionless fermionic constant and I is the simple dimen
sionless bosonic lattice function · 

I = f--1); (21) 

· which takes only two values, +1 or -1, and possesses the following obvious 
properties: 

+- ➔ 

I= I= -I and .z2 = 1 . (22) 

Therefore, as in the bosonic case, the recursive procedure can be inter
rupted here as well at every odd step. It remains to show how fermionic 
flows originate from this background. 

This goal in mind, let us represent the bosonic time derivative entering 
eq. (8) in the following form: 

a --v -
{)tp 

a 
E {),OP 

defining a fermionic time-derivative at. Then, eq. (8) becomes 

a 
€ 

0
.a± v = -va± 
up (0) 

a 
E-U = 

{){}± 
p 

1 
[.i;] = -[a~)] = p - 2 

➔± 
U a(O) ⇒ 

(23) 

(24) 

where a~) should be expressed in terms of a~p-l) (20) via relations (11), 
and eqs. (9), (12) and (20) have been exploited to arrive at eqs. (24). 
The fermionic constant E enters linearly on both sides of eqs. (24), hence 
the fermionic flows at actually do not depend on €. In this context we 
remark that € is an artificial parameter, which need not be introduced at 
all. However, without € it is necessary to consider the quantities tp, Vp, Up, 

a[2n) ( a~n+l) ) entering eqs. (8), (11) as fermionic (bosonic) ones from the 
beginning. Of course, at the end of the analysis one arrives at the same 
result (24). 

Using eqs. (24), (20) and (11) for the fermionic flows, we elaborate the 
first two of them, 

a 
I 8fJt v = -D+v + 2vD: 1(uv), 

a -1 
Io.it u = -D+u - 2uD_ (uv), (25) 

6 

-{) ' . '. ' '•. . . 
I a-at v = --:D+f?+v + 2(8+v).D:

1
(uv) + :· . 

(D~v)D= 1 D+:(uv) + vD: 1[u8+v +'(D:4-v)J?+itL 
:i1' . a•· . , . 

· I~,a+ u. = +D+8+u + 2(8+u)D:~(u~) + 
2 ' . . 

; < •• 

(p;u)D=, 1 D+,'(uv) + u.b:1 [vo+u +_(D+u)D+v]·. .(26) 

Let .us note t_hat the two. differential hierarchies arising for the two differ
ent values of I ( + 1 or -1) are actually isomorphic. Indeed, oiie can easily 
see that they are related by the standard automorphism which changes the 
sign of all Grassmann numbers. Thus, in distinction to the bosonic Toda 
lattice, where the Darboux transformation does not change the direction of 
evolution times in the differential hierarchy (8), its supersymmetric coun
terpart ( 1) reverses the sign· of fermionic times in the differential· hierarchy. 
This supersymmetric peculiarity has no effect on the property that the 
supersymmetric discrete hierarchy is a collection of isomorphic differential 
hierarchies like in the bosonic case3

• 

The flows a!- and af- can easily be derived by applying the invariance 
. k k · 

transformations · 

0± ---t {)'f- ' D± ---, ±D'f- (27) 

of the N=(lll) supersymmetry algebra (2) and eqs. (1), (6) and (10) to 
the flows -/.r (25)-(26) and -ffe (18)-(19), respectfvely, but we do not write 

k k 

them down here. 

Using the explicit expressions for the bosonic and fermionic flows con
structed here, one can calculate their algebra 

{ a._a} 2 a 
!LO± !LO± - - "i:ict 
{){)k ' {){JI - {)tk+l-1 

{ a a 
afJt , afJ, } = o , 

[
{) {)] 

at[' atf = [
a a] .[a a a a . 

att' at, = at[' a11f] = [att '· afJf]. = 
0 

· (
28

) 

3For the one-dimensional bosonic Toda lattice hierarchy the isomorphism which re
lates the differential hierarchies is trivial because they are identical copies of the single 
Nonlinear Schrodinger hierarchy [7]. 
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This algebra coincides with the one used in [9, 10], where the super Toda 
lattice (STL) hierarchy has been expressed as a system of infiriifely many 
equations for infinitely many superfields. Our formulation involves only 
two independent superfields ( v and u). From the point of view of the 
former approach this corresponds to extracting those STL hierarchy equa
tions which can be realized in terms ofthe superfields v and u alone after 
excluding all other superfields of the STL hierarchy. Keeping in mind this 
correspondence it is quite natural to suppose that the algebra (28) is not 
only valid for the flows (18), (19), (25)-(27) for which it was in fact calcu
lated, but for all the other flows as well. If this is the case, eqs. (28) may 
be realized in the superspace { tt, 0t; tk, 0k}, 

8 8 00 8 
8 =i==lfii±-:E0f"lfF , 

{)k 0k l=l tk+l-l 
(29) 

which is used in what follows. Here, 0t and 0k are abelian fermionic 
evolution times with the dimensions 

1 
[0r] = k- 2 (30) 

In closing this section we only mention that the flows and their algebras 
(2) and (28) admit a consistent reduction to a one-dimensional subspace 
by setting 

--=t = - = -8tk 8tk 8tk 
8+ = 8_ = 8 {::} 

8 8 8 
(31) 

As a result, the N=(lll) supersymmetric Toda chain hierarchy arises, but 
its detailed description is beyond the scope of the present work. 

3. The tau function of the semi-infinite N=(lll) superconformal 
Toda lattice. 

For the case of the semi-infinite hierarchy, i.e. for the hierarchy inter
rupted from the left by the boundary condition 

U_l = 0 , (32) 

8 

) 
' 

iJ 

the bosonic and fermionic flows for the remaining boundary superfield v_1 

have the extremely simple form4
, . 

8 
8fJf v_i = -D±iJl-1v_1 and 8 k 

8t± V_l = 8±V-1 , (33) 
k 

and can easily be solved. These equations are consistent with the algebra 
(28), and in its realization (29) their general solution is 

V-1 = j(fid>.ad1Ja) cp(>.+,A-,TJ+-0+,1/--0-) X 
a=± 

00 

exp L [(x0 -1]a0°)>.a + L(tk+1Ja0f)>.~] 
a=±· k=l 

(34) 

where cp is an arbitrary function of bosonic (>.±) and fermionic (11±) spectral 
parameters with dimensions 

[>.±] = -1 ' 
1 

[TJ±] = 2 (35) 

Let us construct the general solution for the superfields +:us and ts at 
s ~ 0. This can be done by expressing them in terms of the boundary 
superfield v_1 (34) via eqs. (1) through an obvious iterative procedure, 

t-{s+l) 1 
u = -t-Sl 

t-{s+l) t-s(D D l t-s t-st-s) v =v -+nv-uv, s ~ -l . (36) 
V 

We have explicitly checked for the next few values of s that the resulting 
expressions, obtained by iteration of eq. (36), convert to the following nice 
form: 

( l)s T2s _ +( l )s T2(s+l) 
V2s=+- -- , V2s+l - - --

T2s+l T2s+l 

_ ( l)s T2s-l 
U2s - - - -- , 

T2(s-l) 

( )8 T2s-l 
U2s+l = '- -1 --

T2s ' 
(37) 

4To derive these equations it is only necessary to take in:to account the U(l) invari
ance of the flows (consequently, only linear equations for V-1 are admissible at u_1 = 0), 
the dimensions (17) and (30) of bosonic and fermionic times and the algebra (28). 
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where t.he Ts are5 · 

To = -V-1 ( 
ai [Ji_ 71 ai am D_;. , ) OSiJSs 

d +-O +- 0 T2s =. S et k · k m · ' 
'• 8+&1__D+To 8+8-!J+D-To . OSk,mSs-1 

T--:1 = 1 _, T2s+l ( 
ai ni 8i amD )O<i,j<s = sdet k +~-To ' k + :-- :-- To - - (38) 

·a+·~p+To .· 0+87!!D+D- To o;si;,~ss 

The supermatrices in eqs. (38) can be embedded into a single supermatrix 

( DtD~ To) OSp,qSN (39) 

with the obvious correspond(mce. These formulae are plausibly valid for 
any value of s. 

. Substituting eqs. (37).in to eqs. (1) one obtains the following equation 
for T8 : 

(-1)" 

(
Ts-1) 

D_D+ In Ts,== - Ts+l (40) 

Thus, we see that the general solution (37) of all equations belonging to 
the semi-infiniteN~(lll) Toda lattice hierarchy can be expressed in terms 
of'the single lattice function Ts depending via To on all hierarchy times. In 
this respect we can treat i"s as the tau function of the hierarchy. Moreover, 
this identification is supported by the fact that the Ts (38) are in agreement 
with a more general expression for the tau function of the STL hierarchy 
discussed in [9]. 

It is an established fact by now that the tau function of the semi-infinite 
bosonic Toda chain hierarchy (restricted by the Virasoro constraints) re-· 
produces the partition function of the one-matrix model, which defines two
dimensional minimal conformal matter interacting with two-dimensional 
quantum gravity (for review, see e.g. [4, 5] and references therein). In this 
context we are led to consider the reduction (31) of the tau function (38), 
(34), and obtain the .tau function of the N=(lll) supersymmetric Toda 
chain hierarchy. The latter may be relevant for attacking the old yet un
solved problem of constructi,ng non-trivial supersymriietric matrix and/or 

5The superdeterminant is defined as sdet ( , i ~ } -
det(A - BD-1 C)(det D)-1 . 

10 

eig~nvalue models [11, ·12] .. Tlie 'reduction cari ~e ,done rather straightfo~
wardly, and we present the resulting formulae without any comments; 

~ .. . . [ . ' ' '. . ' ' . ' ' 

where 

( 
8i+iTo 8i+mD_To )OSiJSs .. 

T2s = sdet k+ · k+m 
.a .1D+To 8 •. D+D-To OSk,mSs-1 

T2s-H 
ai+.jTo 

= sdet(ak+jlJ+To 
<" "< l)i+mD..:To )o_,,1_s 

ak~mD+D-To OSk,mSs 

To= -fd>-.dTJ+~TJ- <p(A,TJ+-0+,TJ--0_) x 
00 

exp [ex- E TJa0°)>-. + 2]tk+ L TJa0k)>-.k] 
a=± k=l a=± 

It is also instructive to discuss their bosonic limit which looks as 

T;[p1(>-.)] 
T2sl = T;._i[P2(>-.)] ' 

T;[p1(>-.)] 
T2s+il = T;[P2(>-.)] 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

Here, the vertical line means that all fermionic quantities entering T8 are 
put equal to zero, 

P1 (>-.) = (8~_ a~+ 'P) (>-., o, o) , P2(>-.) = >-.2 <p(>-., 0, 0) , (44) 

and T;[p(>-.)] denotes the tau function of the bosonic semi-infinite Toda 
chain hierarchy with a spectral density p(>-.). The functions T; can be 
represented in a determinant, eigenvalue integral, or matrix integral form 
[4, 5], 

T;[p(>-.)] = det(ai+j I d>-.p(>-.) exp{x>-.+ ~tk>-.k}tSiJSs 

l (8 )( 8 ) 8 00 - ,/ ITd>-.i IT (>-.i->-.j)
2 expE[x>-.i+Ltk>-.~+lnp(>-.i)] 

S. i=I i?_j=l i=l k=l 

- jdM exp Tr[xM + f tkMk +Inp(M)] 
k=l 

(45) 
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where Mis ans x s hermitean matrix. It W()uld be very. i~teresting to find. 
similar representations (if they exist) for the sup_ersym_metric _tau· function 
Ts (41), but we postpone a discussion of this rather non-trivial problem for 
future publications. 

' The form of the bosonic limit (43)of the tau function is not unexpected 
because the N=(lll) Toda lattice equation (6) then reduces to the direct 
sum of two bosonic Toda lattice equations with opposite signatures of their 
kinetic terms. In eqs. (43) this property is in fact reflected by the appear
ance of two Toda tau functions rais~d to opposite powers. Furtherm.()re, 
supersymmetry fixes the relative dimensions of their spectral densities, 

[p1(>.)] = [fJ2(A)] + 1 I (46) 

as one can see from eqs. (44) and (35). If, in addition, we require scaling 
invariance (meaning that only dimensionless constants are allowed) the 
spectral densities are forced to obey 

P2(>.) = ), P1 (>.) (47) 

modulo an inessential dimensionless factor. It is a rather curious fact that 
the two choices 

{ Pi(>.)= 1, P2(>.) = >. } or { P1(>.) = ½, P2(>.) = 1 } (48) 

yield the partition functions of the one-matrix model (p = 1) and the 
one of the generalized Penner model (In p = ±In>.) [13]. In closing we 
would like to refer also to recent interesting work [14], where a Berezinian 
construction and similar bosonic limits have been derived in the context 
of the reduced Manin-Radul N=l supersymmetric KP hierarchy. 

4. Conclusion. In this work we have derived an infinite class of fermionic 
flows for the N=(lll) superconformal Toda lattice hierarchy, which are 
given by eqs. (24), (20) and (11). Their algebraic structure (28) has been 
produced as well. Further, we have constructed the general solution of 
the semi-infinite N=(lll) Todalattice hierarchy and proposed an explicit 
expression (38) for its tau function in a superdeterminant form. Finally 
we have obtained the reduced tau function ( 41) which corresponds to the 
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semi-infinite N=(lll) Toda chain hierarchy. It .was seen to have the ap
propriate bosonic limit and may be relevant for discovering non-trivial 
supersymmetric matrix models. 
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JlexTempem)l 0., Copttn A.C. 
<l>epMHOHHhie noTOKH H rny-cpyttKUH51 N = (lfl) 
cynepKOHcpOpMHOH perneTO'-IHOH ttepapXHH TO)lbl 

E2-98-285 

TiocTPoen 6ecKoHe'-!HhIH KJJacc cpepMttOHHhIX noToKOB )lJI51 N = (111) cynepKon
cpopMHOH perneTO'-IHOH ttepapxtttt To)lhl H myqena HX anre6patt'-!ecKasi CTPYKTYpa. 
Mb! IlOJIHOCTbJO pernHJIH nonyorpaHH'-leHHYJO perneTO'-IHYJO H uenO'-IHYJO TO)lOBCKHe 
N = (ljl) ttepapxtttt, KOTOpb1e Moryr 6bITb BmKHhI )lJI51 nocTPoentt51 cynepcttM
MeTptt'-IHbIX MaTpH'-IHbIX MO)leJieH. O6c)')l()leHbl TaK)Ke HX 6o30HHbie npe)leJibl. 

Pa6orn Bhmonnena B Jla6opaTOptttt Teopern'-!ecKoH cptt3HKH HM. H.H.EoronJ0-
6osa Ol151I1 H B I1HCTHTYTe TeopeTH'-leCKOH cptt3HKH rammsepCKOfO YHHBepcttTeTa 
(fepManm1). 

ITpenpHHT 06i.enttHeHHOro HHCTHTyra ll/lepHLIX HCCnenoBaHHH. ,!ly6Ha, 1998 

Lechtenfeld 0., Sorin A. 
Fermionic Flows and Tau Function of the N= Oil) 
Superconformal Toda Lattice Hierarchy 

E2-98-285 

An infinite class of fermionic flows of the N = (I 11) superconformal Toda 
lattice hierarchy is constructed and their algebraic structure is studied. We completely 
solve the semi-infinite N = Oil) Toda lattice and chain hierarchies and derive their 
tau functions, which may be relevant for building supersymmetric matrix models. 
Their bosonic limit is also discussed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR and at the Institute fiir Theoretische Physik, Universitat 
Hannover (Germany). 
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